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Coding Decoding Questions for LIC AAO, SBI PO Pre, IBPS PO Pre, 
SBI Clerk Mains and IBPS Clerk Mains Exams. 

Coding Decoding Quiz 43 

Directions: Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given beside: 
 
In a certain code language, 
  
‘Bank Account Money Deposit’ is written as ‘14#p 15@b 15$d 15$f’ 
‘Financial Institution Registered Always’ is written as ‘39%f 24#m 14%j 20&o’ 
‘Larger Interest Higher Amount’ is written as ‘15#j 23$o 36$n 25#b’ 
‘Reserved Credit Examine Daily’ is written as ‘9#s 9#b 23$f 13%y’ 
 
 

1.  What is the code of the ‘Dodge Little Expenses’? 

A. 4#p 40#n 14$j B. 40#p 4#j 14$y C. 40$p 4#j 19#y D. 4#p 40#j 19$y E. None of these  

 
2.  ‘15#j 24#f’ is the code of which of the following? 

A. Debit Card  B. Higher Reward C. Credit Card  D. Large Balance E. None of these 

 
3.   ‘25#b’ is the code of which of the following words? 

A. Ranked  B. Mentor  C. Planked  D. Both Ranked and Planked    E. All of these 

 
4.  What is the code of the ‘Responsible Customer’? 

A. 20%f 35#v  B. 35%f 14$t  C. 14%f 35$v  D. 14%b 15$v  E. None of these 

 
5.  What is the code of the ‘Depository’? 

A. 9%p   B. 28%f  C. 28#p  D. 19&f  E. None of these 
 
 

Correct Answers: 
1 2 3 4 5 

D B A C B 

 
 
 



 

 

Common Explanation: 
  
In the code given for each word, 
  
The number in the code of each word can be obtained using a following pattern: 
  
If number of letters in a word is an odd number then number represents the number position of the middle 
letter of its corresponding word in alphabetic series. 
If number of letters in a word is an even number then number represents sum of the numeric position of the 
middle letters of its corresponding word in alphabetic series.  
  
For example, the number of letters in the word ‘Bank’ is ‘4’ which is even. Now, the middle letters of the word 
‘Bank’ are ‘A’ and ‘N’, and the numeric position of ‘A’ and ‘N’ in the alphabetic series is 1 and 14. So, the 
number is 1 + 14 = 15. 
  
Similarly, the number of letters in the word ‘Account’ is ‘7’ which is odd. Now, the middle letters of the word 
‘Account’ is ‘O’, and the numeric position of ‘O’ in the alphabetic series is 15. So, the number is 15. 
  
The symbol in the code of each word is representing the number of vowels in its corresponding word. 
 

Number of Vowels Symbols 

1 @ 

2 # 

3 $ 

4 % 

5 & 

  
For example, the number of vowels in the word ‘Bank’ is ‘1 (A)’. Hence, the symbol is ‘@’. 
  
Similarly, the number of vowels in the word ‘Account’ is ‘3 (A, O and U)’. So, the symbol is $. 
  
The letter in the code of each word is representing next letter of second letter of its respective word in the 
alphabetic series. 
  
For example, the second letter of the word ‘Bank’ is ‘A’ and we know that next letter of ‘A’ in alphabetic series 
is ‘B’. Hence, the letter is ‘B’. 
  
Similarly, the second letter of the word ‘Account’ is ‘C’ and we know that next letter of ‘C’ in alphabetic series 
is ‘D’. Hence, the letter is ‘D’. 
  
Thus, the code of ‘Bank’ is ‘15@b’ and the code of ‘Never’ is ‘15$d’. 
 

 



 

 

Explanations : 

1.  Following the common explanation, we can say that the code for ‘Dodge Little Expenses’ is ‘4#p 40#j 
19$y’. 
 
Hence, the correct answer is option D. 

 
 

2.   Following the common explanation, we have: 
 
Code of ‘Debit Card’ = 2#f 19#b 
Code of ‘Higher Reward’ = 15#j 24#f 
Code of ‘Credit Card’ = 9#s 19@b 
Code of ‘Large Balance’ = 18#b 1$b 
 
Hence, the correct answer is option B. 

 
 

3.  Following the common explanation, we have: 
 
Code of ‘Ranked’ = 25#b 
Code of ‘Mentor’ = 34#f 
Code of ‘Planked’ = 14#m 
 
Hence, the correct answer is option A. 

 
 

4.   Following the common explanation we can say that the code for ‘Responsible Customer’ is ‘14%f 35$v’. 
 
Hence, the correct answer is option C. 

 
 

5.  Following the common explanation we can say that the code for ‘Depository’ is ‘28%f’. 
 
Hence, the correct answer is option B. 
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